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Synopsis - The main purpose of this course is to give a mathematical
method to mechanical engineering design. In fact, in order to use the
actual digital tools, it is necessary have a mathematical education that
allows to handle suitable mathematical models. With this respect, the
course aims to utilize, and adequately complement, the mathematical
education just acquired by the student, in order to be able to work with
a mathematical model that is enough versatile to handle also with the
next courses in mechanical engineering.
PROGRAMME
• BASICS OF DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. Algebraic complements. Aﬃne
spaces. Diﬀerential manifolds. Linear connections. Physical components
of geometric objects.
• KINETICS. Structure of the Galilean space-time. Motion and velocity
of motion. Frame and frame velocity. Acceleration and Frenet formulas.
Rigid motions and Euler angles. Relative motion. Poinsot cones. Base
and roulette.
• DYNAMICS AND STATICS. Geometry of holonomic and non-holonomic
constraints. Geometry of forces. Newton equations. Constraints with
and without friction. One body statics. Conservative forces. Fundamental laws of dynamics and conservation laws. Work, kinetic energy
and related theorems. D’Alembert principle. Stability in statics. Many
bodies systems and cardinal equations. Koenig theorem and generalized
Koenig theorem. Virtual works principle. Fundamental theorems on the
centre of mass and on moment of inertia tensor. Dynamics and statics of
rigid systems and related cardinal equations. Equivalent forces and statics. Lagrangian mechanics for holonomic systems with time dependent
constraints. Stability and linearization of the Lagrange equation. Statics
and stability in Lagrangian systems with forces that do not necessitate
to be conservative.
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